Harvest all your field and crop data online

Connect with your farmers, agronomists and contractors to quickly access, update and share field and crop activity.
Connect your farm with the agri-food community and make field recording and data sharing quick, simple and efficient.

Greenlight Grower Management allows farmers, agronomists and contractors to quickly access, record and share field activity from any location. By using our web and mobile apps to manage your farm records, you can avoid unnecessary duplication of effort and speed up operational processes.

Syncing via wireless internet and 3/4G means that your crop information is available at your fingertips, and because your crop recording data is stored in the cloud:

**Key benefits:**

- **Reduce costs and increase efficiency:** All of your cropping records can be completed quickly and efficiently using mobile apps; removing the duplication of data entry and speeding up operational processes.
- **Demonstrate compliance:** Secure sharing of field and crop data is essential in delivering confidence to customers that the crop meets their growing protocol and exacting quality requirements.
- **Connect with your supply base:** Farmers, agronomists and contractors can access, update and share field activity using our easy-to-use web and mobile apps. Syncing via wireless internet and 3/4G means that your crop information is available in real-time.
- **Greater transparency:** With all data held in a centralised location, you and your supply chain partners will have full transparency of the product.

**How does it work?**

**1. Connect with your supply chain**

If you’re completing crop recording activity in the field, our offline mobile apps have the potential to completely change the way farmers, contractors and agronomists work.

- Create, confirm and view agchem and fertiliser plans quickly and easily while in the field.
- Keep everyone up-to-speed with the changing crop conditions and impending issues in real-time.
- Review plan vs. actual.
- Simply capture crop inspections and take pictures as evidence.

**2. Smart data capture with mobile apps**

- Sync data to your device and work offline.
- View field history and previous applications.
- Create plans for multiple fields.
- Easily filter field views by crop type and season.
- Audit agchem plan approvals in the field.
The result?
- Securely record and share cropping data online.
- Remove duplication of data entry.
- Access your cropping information from anywhere, at any time.
- Reduce risk and increase transparency.

"Being able to automatically create reports saves a lot of man hours and increases our farm efficiency, keeping our bottom line healthy. Greenlight Grower Management keeps us out in the field doing what we should be doing and not stuck in front of a PC inputting information."

Russell Price
Russell Price Farm Services
Greenlight Grower Management gives businesses the power to measure and monitor quality and compliance throughout their supply network, with Greenlight Grower Management playing a unique role in improving farming efficiency, reducing duplications and costs. By accessing all cropping records from cloud-based mobile and desktop apps, growers and agronomists are always in full control of their business.

Through our four collaborative online systems - Greenlight Grower Management, Greenlight Supplier Approval, Greenlight Assessments and Greenlight Quality Control; businesses across the supply chain from grower to retailer can gain immediate visibility of the performance of their sites, suppliers and products. Equipped with this insight, businesses can take more informed actions, improving quality, driving efficiency and mitigating risks more effectively. This all contributes to a more sustainable future for food and farming.
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To start a free trial of Greenlight Grower Management, please click here